Jigsaw Instructions – Day 1

• Groups of 4 number off (1, 2, 3, 4) = HOME group
• Find your assigned reading based on your number
• Read your paper tonight! Please make notes about major take-home points, lessons you learned, questions you have
Jigsaw Instructions – Day 2

• Assemble by your group number = EXPERT groups for ~15 minutes
  – Discuss what you learned from your reading and try to resolve any questions
  – Prepare to explain your reading to others who didn’t read it

• Return to HOME groups
  – Teach about your reading to others, ~15 minutes per paper
  – Make a note of any unresolved questions
Large group discussion and reflection

• Aha moments? New ideas? Major lessons learned? Burning questions?
• Take ~5 minutes to think about and write down how you will apply what you have learned about assessment to your CURE

BREAK